
  

 
  

This   is    NOT    a   Star   Wars   Universe   novel.   I   consider   it   to   be   a   
Science   Non-Fiction   novel   on   the   creation   of   Humanity,   and   

the   History   of   the   Anunnaki.     

  

  Catch   phrases   are   important   in   the   Star   Wars   Universe.     

I'm   a   life-long   (now   43+   years)   Star   Wars   nerd.   In   1977,   when   I   was   
7   years   old,   I   saw   the    original   Star   Wars!   Episode   IV   ”A   New   Hope”,  
in   what   seems   like   “A   long   time   ago   in   a   Galaxy   far,   far   away...”    in   

the   back   seat   of   my   parents   car   in   a   Drive-in   theatre   with   a   speaker  
box   attached   to   the   Driver’s   window   for   audio.   



Wow,   that   makes   me   feel   really   old.   I   have   been   obsessed   
with   everything   Star   Wars!   ever   since.     

  Every   year   on   the   4th   of   May,   I   nerd   out   and   watch   every   Star  
Wars!   movie   (“May   the   Fourth”   be   with   you.     

It’s   a   nerd   thing.   ;)   

The   Mandalorian   is   no   exception.   In   the   show's   first   season,   
we   were   introduced   to   the   overarching   way   the    Mandalorian   

creed   lives,   and   the   code   they   live   their   life   by.     

That   code   is   summed   up   in   one   simple   phrase:   

"This   is   the   way."   

  

    

I   propose   a   theory   that   Zecharia   Sitchin’s   lifelong   work  
uncovered   “the   way”   of   how   Humanity   came   to   be,   and   it’s   

not   the   traditional,   “ Biblica l”   way   that   we’ve   been   led   to   
believe.   

"This   is   the   way."   

https://www.menshealth.com/entertainment/a29777915/what-is-a-mandalorian/


  

  

  

  

  Who   were   the   Anunnaki   and   why   do   we   care?   The   short   answer   is:   The   Anunnaki   were   the   deity   
pantheon   of   the   ancient   Sumerians.   And   interest   in   the   Sumerian   culture   has   been   active   and   persistent  
since   it   was   discovered   in   the   late   19th   century   —   for   several   reasons.   

  The   Sumerians   appear   on   the   archaeological   record   beginning   around   4,500   BCE.   Located   in   
present-day   Iraq   (My   wife,   KathIene   and   I    were   deployed   to   Al   Asaad   in   2003-2004).   The   region,   a.k.a.   
Mesopotamia   has   long   been   referred   to   as   “the   cradle   of   civilization.”   Sumer   was   a   handful   of   
city-states   initially   ruled   by   priests,   each   organized   around   a   city   and   temple   now   called    a   “ ziggurat. ”   
The   ziggurats,   dedicated   to   Anunnaki   worship,   were   layered   pyramids   with   flat   tops.   These   
communities   were   considered   to   be   “servant-slave”   populations   dedicated   to   serving   the   temple   gods,   
the   Anunnaki.   Over   time,   priesthood   rulership   gave   way   to   kings.   

Sumerian   history   is   gleaned   from   archaeological   and   geologic   evidence   —   written   records   are   in   the   
form   of   cuneiform   tablets.   Reportedly,   some   half-million   tablets   have   been   recovered,   but   only   a   small   
number   have   been   translated.   Much   was   also   learned   from   translations   of   Babylonian   records;   Sumer   
was   considered   “ancient”   in   Babylonian   times.   

Sumerians   worshiped   the   Anunnaki,   said   to   be   the   children   of   earth   and   sky;   An,   the   sky   god,   and   Ki,   the   
earth   goddess.   Chief   among   them   was   Enlil,   the   god   of   air.   This   pantheon   was   passed   to   the   Akkadian,   
Babylonian,   and   Assyrian   cultures.   The   Epic   of   Gilgamesh,   the   story   of   the   historical   king   of   Sumerian   
city-state   Urek,   is   an   ancient   literary   relic   of   Sumerian   culture.   

A   theory   that   these   beings   originated   from   “Nibiru,”   a.k.a.   “Planet   X”   has   been   added   to   alternate   
Anunnaki   narratives,   as   well   as   the   likelihood   of   the   off-world   gods   bringing   advanced   technologies   that  
account   for   sophisticated   megastructures   such   as   the   pyramids   or   Stonehenge.   Out-of-place   artifacts   
and   tool   discoveries   contribute   to   these   premises.   The   Sumerians   are   also   known   for   sophisticated   



astronomical   and   mathematical   knowledge,   speculated   to   have   passed   from   the   Annunaki.   

While   no   lists   of   the   Annunaki   pantheon   exist,   it   is   known   that   each   Sumerian   city-state   had   its   own   
Annunaki   god/overseer   assigned   by   senior   Annunaki   Marduk.   

Authors   Zecharia   Sitchin,   Erich   von   Däniken   (“Chariots   of   the   Gods”),   author   and   researcher   Michael   
Tellinger,   and   several   others,   make   very   compelling   arguments   that   the   Anunnaki   were,   in   fact,   off-world   
beings   posing   as   “gods.”   This   theory   also   asserts   that   these   “sky”   gods   genetically   engineered   the   
human   race   into   a   slave   species,   which   may   account   for   weak   links   in   the   evolutionary   story.   These   
theories   gave   birth   to   the   “Ancient   Astronaut   Theory”    asserting   that   off-world   beings   have   been   posing   
as   gods   to   influence   human   affairs   for   millennia.   

  The   Anunnaki   first   arrived   on   Earth   around   450,000   years   ago,from   Nibiru   looking   for   minerals,   
especially   gold,   which   they   found   and   mined   in   Africa.These   "gods"   were   the   rank-and-file   workers   of   
the   colonial   expedition   to   Earth   from   planet   Nibiru.    Enki,   one   of   the   Royal   Anunnaki,   suggested   that   to  
relieve   the   Working   Anunnaki   (who   had   mutinied   over   their   dissatisfaction   with   their   working   
conditions),   primitive   workers   (Homo   sapiens)   be   created   by   genetic   engineering   as   slaves   to   replace   
them   in   the   gold   mines   by   crossing   extraterrestrial   genes   with   those   of   Homo   erectus.   Ancient   
inscriptions   report   that   the   human   civilization   in   Sumer,   Mesopotamia(modern   day   Iraq),   was   set   up   
under   the   guidance   of   these   "gods"   and   human   kingship   was   inaugurated   to   provide   intermediaries   
between   mankind   and   the   Anunnaki   (creating   the   "divine   right   of   kings"   doctrine).This   model   mirrored   
the   Royal   succession   of   the   Anunnaki   themselves.   

  

  

  
The   Enuma   Elish   
as   illustrated   by   



the   Sumerians   
  
  

Scenes   from   the   Enuma   Elish   are   depicted   on   many   neo-Assyrian   cylinder   seals.   If   we   link   these   scenes   to   the   text,   then   a   
story    emerges.   In   this   story   I   begin   to   elaborate   the   Enuma   Elish   in   storyform,   which,   as   you   may   understand,   is   far   
from   complete.    also   realize   that   not   everyone   will   agree   with   my   results.   
  

Number   1   

I   start   with   this   imprint   which   shows   the   creation   of   the   world.   
On   the   left   Apsû   and   Tiamat   mingled   their   waters   together   and   Lahmu   and   Lahamu   (the   two   snakes)   were   formed   and   
came   into   being:   

Tablet   I   
1 When   the   heavens   above   did   not   exist,   
2 And   earth   beneath   had   not   come   into   being   —   
3 There   was   Apsû,   the   first   in   order,   their   begetter,   
4 And   demiurge   Tia-mat,   who   gave   birth   to   them   all;   
5 They   had   mingled   their   waters   together   
6 Before   meadow-land   had   coalesced   and   reed-bed   was   to   he   found   —   
7 When   not   one   of   the   gods   had   been   formed   
8 Or   had   come   into   being,   when   no   destinies   had   been   decreed,   
9 The   gods   were   created   within   them:   
10 Lah(mu   and   Lah(amu   were   formed   and   came   into   being.   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   

Then   four   other   gods   were   engendered:   
Tablet   I   
11 While   they   grew   and   increased   in   stature   
12 Anšar   and   Kišar ,   who   excelled   them,   were   created.   
13 They   prolonged   their   days,   they   multiplied   their   years.   
14 Anu   their   son,   could   rival   his   fathers.   
15 Anu ,   the   son,   equalled   Anšar,   
16 And   Anu   begat    Nudimmud,    his   own   equal.   
17 Nudimmud   was   the   champion   among   his   fathers:   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   

Finally   Nudimnud   (Ea)   begat   Marduk.   And   then   the   sun   god,   the   archer   in   the   middle,   fought   with   Tiamat   and   her   sons. 



  
Number   2   

Here   Ea   kills   his   great   grandfather   Apsû   who   sleeps   in   a   cave   while   his   vizier   Mummu   sits   on   his   knees   behind   him.   
According   to   the   Enuma   Elish   Apsû   had   plotted   evil   against   his   sons   and   his   rebellious   vizier,   who   agreed   with   
him,   sat   on   his   knees   kissing   him:  

Tablet   I   
47 Mummu   spoke   up   with   counsel   for   Apsû—   
48 (As   from)   a   rebellious   vizier   was   the   counsel   of   his   Mummu—   
49 ‘Destroy,   my   father,   that   lawless   way   of   life,   
50 That   you   may   rest   in   the   day-time   and   sleep   by   night!’   
51 Apsû    was   pleased   with   him,   his   face   beamed   
52 Because   he   had   plotted   evil   against   the   gods,   his   sons.   
53 Mummu   put   his   arms   around   Apsû's   neck,   
54 He   sat   on   his   knees   kissing   him.   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   
  

Lying   in   the   cave   sleep   overcame   Apsû   and   then   Ea   slew   him:   
Tablet   I   
60.   Ea,   perceiving   all   things,   saw   their   plot,   
He   reproduced   it,   the   outline   of   the   whole   he   set   down.   
He   cunningly   applied   his   superior,   holy   (pure)   incantation,   he   told   it   off,   with   water   
he   quieted   him   (?).   
Sleep   overcame   him,   lying   in   the   cave;  
He   caused   Apsu   to   lie   down,   overcome   by   sleep.   
As   to   Mummu,   his   manhood   was   woefully   distressed,   He   (Ea)   loosed   his   
(Mammu’s)   ‘bands,’   tore   off   his….   He   took   away   his   splendor,   he   (Mannu)   lay   
there.   
He   bound   him,   namely   Apsu,   and   slew   him.   

The   Ashur   Version   Of   The   Seven   Tablets   Of   Creation,   by   D.   D.   Luckenbill   
  

As   a   revenge   Tiamat   created,   among   others,   the   Savage   Dog   (sitting   next   to   the   cave):   
Tablet   I   
141 She   created   the   Hydra,   the   Dragon,   the   Hairy   Hero   
142 The   Great   Demon,    the   Savage   Dog,    and   the   Scorpion-man,   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   
  

And   she   also   exalted   Qingu,   (the   warrior   standing   on   the   left).   She   gave   him   the   leadership   of   the   army:   the   bearing   of   
the   weapons,   he   became   the   chief   executive   power   of   battle:   

Tablet   I   
148 She   exalted   Qingu ,   and   magnified   him   among   them.   
149 The   leadership   of   the   army ,   the   direction   of   the   host,   
150 The   bearing   of   weapons,    campaigning,   the   mobilization   of   conflict,   
151 The   chief   executive   power   of   battle,    supreme   command,   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   



  
Number   3   

This   unique   imprint   shows   four   different   scenes   from   the   Enuma   Elish.   Below   Ea   
slays   Apsu   while   he   sleeps   in   the   cave:   

Tablet   I   
Sleep   overcame   him,   lying   in   the   cave;   
He   caused   Apsu   to   lie   down,   overcome   by   sleep.   
As   to   Mummu,   his   manhood   was   woefully   distressed,   He   (Ea)   
loosed   his   (Mammu’s)   ‘bands,’   tore   off   his….   He   took   away   his   
splendor,   he   (Mannu)   lay   there.   
He   bound   him,   namely   Apsu,   and   slew   him.   

The   Ashur   Version   Of   The   Seven   Tablets   Of   Creation,   by   D.   D.   Luckenbill   

Here   Mummu,   the   vizier,   may   be   watching   this   killing   from   outside   the   cave.   
  

Number   3   

The   scene   on   the   right   shows   two   gods   binding   Qingu   to   bring   him   for   Ea:   (The   same   
scene   is   depicted   on   imprint   Number   13   

Tablet   VI   
29 ‘Qingu   is   the   one   who   instigated   warfare,   
30 Who   made   Tiamat   rebel   and   set   battle   in   motion.’   
31 They   bound   him,   holding   him   before   Ea ,   
32 They   inflicted   the   penalty   on   him   and   severed   his   blood-vessels.   
33 From   his   blood   he   (Ea)   created   mankind,   
34 On   whom   he   imposed   the   service   of   the   gods,   and   set   the   gods   free.   
35 After   the   wise   Ea   had   created   mankind   
36 And   had   imposed   the   service   of   the   gods   upon   them—   

And   thus   the   lower   register   of   the   imprint   shows   the   beginning   and   the   end   of   the   fights   described   in   the   
Enuma   Elish:   

o It   begins   with   the   killing   of   Apsu   by   Ea   

o It   stops   with   the   killing   of   Qingu   by   the   gods.   



  
Number   3   

Then   the   gods   build   Babylon   (the   name   literally   means:   ‘Gate   of   the   Gods’):   
‘The   spelling   Babylon   is   the   Latin   representation   of   Greek   Babylṓn   (Βαβυλών),   derived   from   the   native   
(Babylonian)   Bābilim,   meaning   ‘gate   of   the   god(s)’.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylon   

This   Gate   is   depicted   on   the   left:   
Tablet   VI   
57 ‘Build   Babylon,   the   task   you   have   sought.   
58 Let   bricks   for   it   be   moulded,   and   raise   the   shrine!’   
59 The   Anunnaki   wielded   the   pick.   
60 For   one   year   they   made   the   needed   bricks.   
61 When   the   second   year   arrived,   
62 They   raised   the   peak   of   Esagil,   a   replica   of   the   Apsû.   
63 They   built   the   lofty   temple   tower   of   the   Apsû   
64 And   for   Anu,   Enlil,   and   Ea   they   established   its   .   .   as   a   dwelling.   
65 He   sat   in   splendour   before   them,   
66 Suveying   its   horns,   which   were   level   with   the   base   of   Ešarra.   
67 After   they   had   completed   the   work   on   Esagil   
68 All   the   Anunnaki   constructed   their   own   shrines.   
69 300   Igigi   of   heaven   and   600   of   the   Apsû,   all   of   them,   had   assembled.   
70 Be-l   seated   the   gods,   his   fathers,   at   the   banquet   
71 In   the   lofty   shrine   which   they   had   built   for   his   dwelling,   
72 (Saying,)   ‘This   is   Babylon,   your   fixed   dwelling,   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   

Behind   this   Gate   sits   Marduk   on   a   throne   in   the   assembly   of   the   gods:  
Tablet   VI   
93 He   set   down   a   royal   throne,    a   lofty   one   even   for   a   god,   
94 Anu   set   it   there   in   the   assembly   of   the   gods.   
95 The   great   gods   assembled,   
96 They   exalted   the   destiny   of   Marduk   and   did   obeisance.   
97 They   invoked   a   curse   on   themselves   
98 And   took   an   oath   with   water   and   oil,   and   put   their   hands   to   their   throats.   
99 They   granted   him   the   right   to   exercise   kingship   over   the   gods,   
100 They   confirmed   him   as   lord   of   the   gods   of   heaven   and   netherworld.   
101 Anšar   gave   him   his   exalted   name,   Asalluh(I   (Good   man,   protector.)   
102 ‘At   the   mention   of   his   name,   let   us   show   submission!   
103 When   he   speaks,   let   the   gods   heed   him,   
104 Let   his   command   be   superior   in   upper   and   lower   regions.   
105 May   the   son,   our   avenger,   be   exalted,   

Enuma   Elish   -   The   Babylonian   Epic   of   Creation   by   Joshua   J.   Mark   

This   scene   is   also   depicted   on   imprint   Number   27    



  
Number   4   

Anu Anšar Nudimmud   (Ea) Lahmu   

After   Ea   killed   Apsû   he   set   his   dwelling   upon   his   forefather   and   rested   quietly   in   his   chamber:   
Tablet   I   
69 He   bound   Apsû   and   killed   him;   
70 Mummu   he   confined   and   handled   roughly.   
71 He   set   his   dwelling   upon   Apsû,   
72 And   laid   hold   on   Mummu,   keeping   the   nose-rope   in   his   hand.   
73 After   Ea   had   bound   and   slain   his   enemies,   
74 Had   achieved   victory   over   his   foes,   
75 He   rested   quietly   in   his   chamber,   
76 He   called   it   Apsû,   whose   shrines   he   appointed.   
77 Then   he   founded   his   living-quarters   within   it,   
78 And   Ea   and   Damkina,   his   wife,   sat   in   splendour.   
79 In   the   chamber   of   the   destinies,   the   room   of   the   archetypes,   

The   four   gods   on   this   imprint   are   Lahmu   and   his   lookalike   son   Anšar,   and   Anu   and   his   son   Nudinmid   
(Ea),   who   is   dressed   like   his   father.   



  
Number   4   a   

The  previous  imprint  depicts  two  Lahmus  but  this  imprint  depicts  four  of  them:  Ea  (fish),  Nanna                  
(crescent)   and   Marduk   (radiant   sun   disk)   are   depicted   like   their   forefather   Lahmu   (overflowing   can).   
In  the  Enuma  Elish  we  read  that  Anšar  is  equal  to  Lahmu  and  that  Nudinmid  (Ea)  is  equal  to  Anu,  but  on                        
this   imprint   all   deities   look   alike:   

Tablet   I   
9 The   gods   were   created   within   them:   
10 Lah(mu    and   Lah(amu   were   formed   and   came   into   being.   
11 While   they   grew   and   increased   in   stature   
12 Anšar    and   Kišar,   who   excelled   them,   were   created.   
13 They   prolonged   their   days,   they   multiplied   their   years.   
14 Anu,   their   son,   could   rival   his   fathers.   
15 Anu,   the   son,   equalled   Anšar,   
16 And   Anu   begat   Nudimmud,   his   own   equal.   
17 Nudimmud   was   the   champion   among   his   fathers :   


